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Microwave Active Filters Based. on
Transversal and Recursive Principles

CHRISTEN RAUSCHER, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract —Transferal and recursive filter coucepts, normally associated

with diserete-time applications, are adapted for implementation in the

microwave frequency range. Principal focns is on microwave active filter

designs that permit realization of wide bandwidths, with microwave tran-

sistors used as active elements. A transversal-type and a recursive-type

experimental filter, both of which exhibit 9– 15-GHz bandpass responses,

serve to illustrate aspects of physical implementation, while offering a

convenient basis for comparing the two different approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE MENTION OF active filters invariably brings to

mind the familiar concepts employed at very low

frequencies, involving operational amplifiers embedded in

lumped-element feedback and coupling circuitry. Among

the desirable attributes of these filters are their ability to

compensate for losses associated with passive circuit ele-

ments and their ability to provide compact physical realiza-

tions of higher order transfer functions. Achieving these

attributes can be equally relevant in the high-frequency

range. A case of particular interest relates to filter require-

ments affiliated with GaAs monolithic circuit implementa-

tion of microwave and millimeter-wave subsystems. Unfor-

tunately, the direct transposition of low-frequency design

principles to the microwave range is impeded by the lack of

appropriate broad-band, high-gain devices to perform op-

erational amplifier functions. Gain itself is a major con-

cern, imposing constraints on possible design options, but

it is really time delay intrinsic to microwave active devices

which tends to be the primary limiting factor. Certain

operational-amplifier-based concepts could be adapted for

implementation in the lower microwave frequency range,

yet have received little attention to date. Nevertheless,

judging by the literature, there has been sporadic interest

in alternative microwave active filter concepts. Reported

work [1’J-[3] has concentrated on replacing individual cir-

cuit elemen@ in passive filter structures with microwave

active substitutes. These substitutes typically make use of

transistors and are designed to exhibit, over a limited

frequency range, behaviors similar to those of the reac-

tance and resonators they replace, but provide higher Q

performance than their passive counterparts. They appear

to be mainly suited for relatively narrow-band situations.
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In contrast to the lumped-element and quasi-lumped-ele-

ment filters mentioned above, the present study focuses on

distributed active filter concepts. Although these concepts

are normally associated with applications in the digital

domain, they can also be adapted to address analog filter

needs. They are of particular interest in the present context

because of their potential for more easily coping with

active device constraints relative to gain and time delay at

microwave frequencies. The distributed filter structures to

be considered are divided into two basic categories. The

first category comprises circuits of the transversal type

which, aside from parasitic feedback effects, employ feed-

forward techniques exclusively. A flow graph representa-

tion of such a filter is shown in Fig. la. The underlying

design concept displays certain similarities with familiar

microwave distributed amplifiers. The fundamental distinc-

tion between the two kinds of circuits is that, in the

amplifier case, individual signal components are all com-

bined in-phase, whereas, in the filter case, the frequency-

selective overall response is derived by combining signal

components with different amplitudes and frequency-

dependent phase delays. The second category encompasses

filters of the recursive type. As the name indicates, these

filtels are based on the use of feedback, generally involving

transversal principles simultaneously. Filter responses are

again derived through interaction between signal compo-

nents with appropriate amplitude and phase relationships.

The flow graph example in Fig. l(b) depicts one of the

numerous ways of representing such a filter. The additional

design freedom offered by the presence of feedback gener-

ally translates into more compact circuit realizations. Al-

though the recursive structures give the appearance of

being potentially more susceptible to instability than trans-

versal-type circuits, parasitic feedback within typical mic-

rowave active two-port devices tends to disallow a

meaningful distinction in practical design situations.

The study outlined in the following aims at exploring the

use of both transversal and recursive principles in deriving

practical filter designs for microwave applications. Empha-

sis, thereby, is placed on achieving wide bandwidths of up

to an octave, in conjunction with sharp cutoff characteris-

tics at the band edges. Compact filters of this kind are
required, for instance, in monolithic full-band millimeter-

wave receivers to process the ultra-wide-band microwave

IF signals that result. The general approach pursued here is

to seek realistic and economic utilization of distributed

filter concepts, while keeping the number of required active

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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Fig. 1. Flow graph examples of distributed filters: (a) transversal filter
and (b) recursive filter.

devices within reasonable bounds. One of the options

considered to achieve this goal is to include, where ap-

propriate, conventional passive filter concepts in the over-

all distributed active designs. Two experimental filter ex-

amples, one in each category, will serve to illustrate this

hybrid approach.

II. MICROWAVE FILTERS OF THE TRANSVERSAL TYPE

A. General Design Approach

Transversal filters in their classical form are direct im-

plementations of Fig. l(a), involving tapped delay lines’

with constant delay increments, as well as means for ampli-

tude-weighting and combining of the various delayed sig-

nal components. This type of filter is most commonly

affiliated with discrete-time applications that specifically

require maintaining constant group delay across the

frequency band of interest. To obtain the necessary linear

phase characteristics, the amplitude distribution of the

weighted signal components must exhibit symmetry rela-

tive to the center of the structure. Symmetry can then be

utilized to economize in the number of weighting elements

needed by folding the structure around its center. In the

present context, however, constant group delay will not be

considered a relevant issue, thereby providing the freedom

to resort to asymmetric filter designs where advantageous.

Design freedom could ,be further enhanced by waiving the

need for equal time delay increments as carried over from

analogous discrete-time implementations. From the point
of view of developing practical design procedures, however,

the constant delay increment assumption remains desir-

able. Subsequent derivations will hence be based on delay

increments which are either all equal or are otherwise

multiples of a common minimum delay length. The com-

plex transfer function of a transversal filter with M + 1
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weighting elements, in terms of the angular frequency u, is

thus

M

HT( ja) = ~ ~~. e–J2”m”/% (1)
~=o

with the frequency a,, at which the periodic transfer func-

tion repeats itself, defined as

0, = 2T/T. (2)

The coefficients am represent the amplitude weighting

factors, and T refers to the constant time delay interval

introduced in Fig. l(a).

‘In a practical microwave implementation, the overall

filter network will invariably encompass circuit compo-

nents that are bandlimited in one way or another. Further-

more, as alluded to in the Introduction, it may be desirable

to intentionally include conventional filter segments in an

otherwise strictly transversal design. If such auxiliary filter-

ing effects can be factored out and represented by the

supplementary transfer function Hs( jti), then the com-

posite filter response may be written as

H(jti)= Hs(ju).HT(ja). (3)

The decomposition implies that all transversal signal com-

ponents are equally exposed to the auxiliary effects. This

tends to be generally the case in the kinds of circuits most

suitable for microwave implementation, whence assump-

tion (3) is adopted throughout the derivations to follow.

The basic design task is thus to determine the combina-

tion of u, and parameters am, m = 0,1,. . “, M, which

permits the composite function H( ja) to best approximate

a prescribed target response function G ( j~ ). For the pur-

poses of the present discussions, G( jti) shall be assumed

to represent a bandpass filter for which only the magnitude

response matters, with the underlying approach applicable

to most any other trWsversal-type filter as well. Viewing

(1) as a truncated Fourier expansion then leads to

m=(),l,. . . , M (4)

whereby u~ and u~ correspond to the lower and upper

bandpass cutoff frequencies, respectively, beyond which

lG(jti)l is set equal to zero. In this context, both Q. and the

magnitude function IH~ ( ju ) I are considered to be prede-

termined by other circumstances. An alternative expression

is obtained by defining M + 1 uniformly spaced frequency

points within the interval 0< a < Q,, and then substituting

summation for integration in (4)

1 .? ‘(’+”s)1
am = ——

I4MM

M+l k.KA ~ j_

. e+] ’2nk(m-M/2)/(M+l)
7

m=(),l,. . .
, ~. (5)

The index limits K. and Kn bracket the passband values
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of k. The values of the coefficients am represent complex

numbers, in general. But for even periodic transfer func-

tions, like the ones to be focused on here, all the coeffi-

cients become real. Of particular interest for implementing

wide banclpass filters are even responses of the distributed

low-pass type and the distributed high-pass type. These

complementary responses exhibit double symmetry, with

passbands and stopbands centered around even multiples

and odd multiples of u. /2, respectively. Symmetry also

expresses itself in terms of the coefficients, with

am = aM–~, for all m. (6)

B. Simpli~ing Approximations

Realization of a given target response invariably leads to

coefficients with both positive and negative signs. This can

be accomplished in a microwave environment by splitting

the incident signal into two signals of opposite phase and

then utilizing separate delay lines from which to derive

transversal signal components of required time delay and

sign [4]. An alternative would be to” employ only a single

feed line, but satisfy the sign requirements by engaging

microwave active devices in both inverting and noninvert-

ing configurations. From a practical point of view, neither

of these solutions appears very attractive: The former

approach tends to consume a disproportionate amount of

real estate, while the latter solution sacrifices design uni-

formity by typically having to accept amplifier sections

with different reflection, isolation, and delay characteris-

tics. Options were thus explored that would per@ evasion

of the underlying dual-sign problem. One such option,

which particularly pertains to filters with passbands

centered around ~, /2, is to eliminate all opposite-sign

contributions to the sum expression (1) by substituting

approximate terms for them according to

am. e–J2wm ’’/us

~ – ~m. y. { ~-Jwm-w/% + e-J2m(m+l)@/% },

for am/aM,2 <0 and m >0. (7)

Without loss of generality, it is thereby tacitly assumed

that M is an even number. Systematic substitution leads to

a new set of M + 1 one-sign-only coefficients

H ClO a.
co = iiM = aM,2. 0.5. — +———

aM/2 aM/2 1

(

al al

+;. — — —

)1

(8a)
‘M/2 aM/2

[.

a m–l a m—l
+;. — — —

aM/2 aM/2 )

+;. (a m+l ~m+l

)1

— ——---r-->

aM/2 aM~2

rn =2,3,... , b/2 – 1 (8c)

EM,2 = aM,2 . (8d)

An empirical value for y in the vicinity of 0.6 renders

approximation (7) and the above substituti~n coefficients

useful for bandwidths up to about an octavd. Furthermore,

if these. coefficients are small relative to the main transmis-

sion term aM,2 and if a break with th~ linear phase

tradition is permissible, then a respective ~air of coeffi-

cients (am, aM_M ) may be replaced by a s;ngle-sided ap-

proximation wherein one of the coefficients~ is deleted and

the other assumes a double role. And, if t~e contribution

by a term is judged negligible, it may be ~convenient to

delete it altogether. Systematic exercise of ~these approxi-

mations leads to a one-sided sparse transver~sal array.

The above substitutions and deletions of jourse result in

some passband deviations from the origin 1 response, as
1

design parameters yield to constraints. Computer optimiza-

tion can then be employed to adjust the pertinent parame-

ters and bring the filter response back in lip e with specifi-

cations. This is accomplished at the same time as ripple

introduced through truncation in the Fourie r expansion (1)

is smoothed out and microwave circuit para sitic effects are

compensated for. A repetition of the pro cedure with a

higher value of M might be indicated if it turns out that

there are too few design variables to cope w ith deviations.
The equal-sign approximations (8) break down at remote

stopband frequencies. At points where zer~s of transmis-

sion should occur, the modified transversal components

actually combine to produce maximum t~ansmission, A

window function must thus be introduced Jo help control

I

out-of-band behavior. It is thereby crucial to satisfy the

added requirement @thout compromising he benefits of

I

reduced circuit complexity derived from t e approxima-

tions. This may be conveniently accomplished through

assignment of windowing responsibilities to the individual
microwave active devices within the overall transversal

structure and by tailoring the associated in&t and output

1.
matching circuitries accor@gly. And fins ly, depending

. . . . . .
,/ on the apphcatlon, the overall circujt may Ibe augmented

H al al

iil = ziM_l = aM,2. 0.5. — +—
aM/2 aM/2 )

a.
—

a M/2-1

C12
- .—

))

(8b)
a M/2

(1
(xO

+0.5. —
aM/2

[1
a.2+;.—

aM/2

by conventional filter sections to qssist in su cluing out-of-

.1

band transmission peaks, in shaping filter skirts, and in

supplying designated zeros of transmission.

C. Physical Implementation
~

4
When it comes to physically re+izing a t ansversal-type

filter there are of course many ways of achieving this. Fig.

2 displays a generalized’ block diagram ofl a microwave
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a microwave transversal filter.

single-feed structure, composed of input and output trans-

mission elements TI~ and TO~, input and output junction

elements JI~ and JO.; weighting elements WT., and

optional line terminations LI and LO. The principal pur-
pose of the transmission elements is to provide the required

time delays. In their simplest form, they consist merely of

uniform transmission-line segments, but may include, where

appropriate, conventional passive filter segments and ac-

tive devices to help conform with window function require-

ments and to aid in realizing the desired phase and ampli-

tude relationships among the various transversal signal

components. Likewise, the junction elements may consist

of only simple lossless three-way junctions, or they may

comprise more involved splitters and combiners that utilize

resistors to improve isolation and matching conditions. If

the juncticm elements do not provide sufficient isolation on

their own between output and input, the weighting ele-

ments will need to be directional if the filtering process is

to be genuinely transversal. The use of transistors in either

inverting or noninverting configurations represents an ob-

vious choice, with amplitude weighting conveniently

accomplished through bias control and impedance match-

ing.

In the course of this study, a variety of different combi-

nations of the above-outlined options were explored in X-

and Ku-band designs. Submicron gate-length GaAs FET’s

were relied on as active elements throughout the investiga-

tion. Emphasis was on filter solutions that make effective

use of a minimum number of active devices, that efficiently

process available incident signal power, and that readily

provide compact and realizable circuits. One of the main

difficulties encountered in practical designs is related to

parasitic interactions between individual transistors and

the rest of the circuit. These interactions result from resid-

ual reflections off each impendance-matched transistor in-

put and output, and from device-intrinsic feedback. A

lower bound on parasitic effects is predominantly

determined by bandwidth requirements and by practical

restrictions on the amount of circuit area and the amount

of composite time delay that may be afforded for each

active device. The characteristics of a number of filter

examples were simulated, based on the use of octave-band-

width windowing amplifiers. Each of these amplifiers con-

sisted of either a single half-ticron or a single quarter-

micron transistor which was impedance-matched to achieve

minimum return losses at input and output between 8 and

10 dB, depending on design. Although these reflections by

themselves would be considered harmless, several of them

interacting with each other in a circuit containing numer-

ous active devices and numerous three-way junctions can

result in substantial overall gain variations and also lead to

stability problems when combined with parasitic feedback

through the transistors. The problem is amplified by dealing

with structures that are inherently of considerable electrical

length, causing rapid relative phase shifts between parasitic

signal components that are difficult to handle over a wide

band. An obvious solution is to prevent parasitic signals

from interacting with the principal transversal process by

designing the isolation properties of each junction element

accordingly. Depending on how critical losses through a

particular junction in the main signal direction are for

maintaining overall filter performance, the junction ele-

ment might involve a Wilkinson divider or combiner, or

merely require the use of a resistive series tap element to

provide adequate isolation. If sufficient isolation is pro-

vided in this manner, there is actually no need anymore to

employ directional weighting elements, freeing up tran-

sistors for strategically more important tasks within an

overall filter design.

Design considerations are obviously dominated by tran-

sistor-related constraints, as might be expected in any

situation encompassing microwave active semiconductor

devices. Of concern are parasitic effects, preservation of

valuable gain, efficient utilization of substrate area, relia-

bility, and cost. Of particular concern is the task of prop-

erly accounting for the rather complex two-port character-

istics of each transistor by itself. Accommodation of these

concerns requires the targeted exploitation of available

design options comprising, in the present context, the

appropriate use of windowing amplifiers and passive filter

segments in conjunction with one-sign-only and sparse

approximations. Due to the diversity of issues involved, the

process of determining the best mix of available options for

given types of transistors must invariably depend on em-

pirical elements to some extent. This tends to stand in the

way of deriving generalized design algorithms and elegant

closed-form solutions as are common in familiar passive

filter approaches. The inconvenience of having to rely on

empirical procedures with extensive use of computer opti-

mization is rewarded, however, in terms of enhanced per-

formance potential. The following experimental example

should help illustrate the underlying basic design philoso-

phy.

D. Experimental Example

The objective adopted for the experiment was to obtain

a triple-hump bandpass response between cutoff frequen-

cies 9 and 15 GHz, while minimizing transmission at

designated stopband frequencies within the 5-8-GHz and

16–19-GHz intervals. After weighing available options, it

was decided to implement the filter as a cascade connec-

tion of a strictly transversal filter section, a conventional

filter portion, and a gain section. Based on the above

comments on isolation, it was furthermore concluded that,

in the present application, it would not constitute an

effective utilization of transistors to employ them as di-

rectional weighting elements.

A general-purpose broad-band gain section was first

developed. The section comprises an Avantek M126 GaAs
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FET matched at input and output to achieve a flat gain of

approximately 8 to 9 dB between 8 and 16 GHz, with

distinct gain roll-off beyond those points to be utilized for

windowing purposes. From a sensitivity point of view, it

was judged essential to have the baridwidth of the gain

section exceed the intended filter bandwidth so as to

minimize tolerance effects on critical filter skirts due to

variations in transistor characteristics. For the conven-

tional filter portion, a simple auxiliary 50-0 filter segment

was selected, consisting merely of two parallel 1004? trans-

mission lines with lengths of a quarter wave and of five

quarter waves at band center (12 GHz), respectively. The

purpose of this filter is to aid the transversal process in

shaping the filter characteristics by introducing zeros of

transmission at 6, 8, 16, and 18 GHz.

As for the design of the transversal section, the previ-

ously outlined procedure was followed. The supplementary

transfer function H~( ja ) introduced in factorization (3)

corresponds, in the present example, to the composite

transfer function of the cascade of the auxiliary passive

filter and the gain section—a known function at this point

in the design process. After calculating a representative set

of a-coefficients according to relationship (5), the design

was then systematically whittled down to the bare mini-

mum by applying the one-sign-only and single-sided ap-

proximations, and then deleting all but the components

most relevant to forming filter skirts and defining pass-

band behavior. The transversal section with bandpass-type

characteristics centered around U. /4n- =12 GHz thus

emerged as a three-branch structure. The electrical lengths

at band center for each branch, referenced to the signal

path exhibiting the shortest delay, were O, (5/2)m, and 4T,

respectively. Impedance transforming transmission-line

sections, asymmetrical single-section Wilkinson splitters

and combiners, and a series tap resistor were used to

achieve the necessary amplitude distribution among the

three transversal signal components, as well as output-to-

input isolation. The composite design was then subjected

to a round of numerical circuit optimization to even out

imperfections that resulted from the approximation and

deletion processes.

The microstrip hardware realization of the three segment

filter is depicted in Fig. 3. The circuit is implemented on a

0.25-mm-thick fiberglass-reinforced Teflon substrate, with

coaxial 50-L? input and output connectors. For ease of

reference, a schematic of this circuit is provided in Fig. 4,

together with a list of the various circuit element values.

The transversal filter section encompasses transmission-line

segments TL1 through TL17, as well as series tap resistor

RI and Wilkinson isolation resistors R ~ through R ~. The

passive filter section is represented by TL18 and TL19, with

the remaining circuit elements associated with the gain

section. The measured filter response, obtained with the

help of a few minor trimmings to compensate for statistical

chip-to-chip variations in transistor characteristics, is com-

pared in Fig. 5 with the calculations. The only transistor

used in this circuit, namely the Avantek M126 device

employed in the gain section, was biased at half-1~~~ and

Fig. 3. Experimental 9–15-GHz transversal-type bandpass filter, imple-
mented on a 0,25-mm-thick fiberglass-reinforced Teflon substrate. The
50-f2 input port is on the right and the 50-L?output port on the left.

at a drain-source voltage V~~ = + 3.0 V. Also indicated in

Fig. 5 is the frequency response of the gain section by

itself.

With focus on the development of basic filter concepts,

issues relating to noise and nonlinear performance were

not given specific consideration. In a general situation,

these issues invariably require that bias levels as well as

input and output impedance matching conditions be opti-

mized for individual transistors in a given circuit config-

uration to arrive at a satisfactory compromise between

competing objectives. Transversal filters that cent ain active

branch elements tend to permit relatively straightforward

treatment due to absence of major feedback. As active

device participation in the present example ended up being

limited to a post-amplification function, nonlinear behav-

ior of the composite filter should closely resemble that of a

typical GaAs FET amplifier stage, whose device is biased

at half-1~~~ and matched to a 50-0 load at the output.
Analysis and measurement of such behavior—the subject

of earlier investigations [5], [6]— was hence not pursued in

detail. With respect to noise performance, the overall noise

figure of the filter was spot-checked across the 9–15-GHz

passband at one-GHz intervals. The measured results de-

scribe a U-shaped response with maximum readings of 11.6
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Fig. 4. Schematic circuit diagram of the expenmentaf transversal-type
bandpass filter. The vahres of characteristic impedance 20 and electri-
cal length 8 at 12 GHz for the different uniform transmission-line
sections are

TL1 :

TL2 :

TL3 :

TL4:

TL5 :

TL6 :

TL7:

TL8:

TL9:

TLIO :

TL1l :

TL12:

T.L13 :

TL14:

T&5:

ZO= 42Q, 0= 90° TL16: 2.= 70!J, Q= 90°

2.= 520, 6’= 90° TL17: 20 =105 Q, 6 = 90°

Z. =105 a, 6’= 90° TL18: Z. =100 Q, O= 90°

2.= 45a, 6= 90° TL19: 20 =100 Q, 63=450°

2.= 50 L?, 0=45° TL20: Zo= 50 G, @= 30°

2.= 78GI, 8= 90” TL21: Z.= 65 Q, O =100°

2.= 55Q, 6= 45° TL22: Zo= 65tl, 0= 90°

2.= 78Q, 8= 90° TL23: 20= 50 Q, @= 30°

2.= 65f2, l?= 90° TL24 : 2.= 35fl, b’= 78°

20= 500, e= 900 TL25: 20 = 90 (2, 8 =135°

Z.= 55 cl, e = 405° TLZ6: 20= 40 G, 0 = 12°

2.= 5otl, $= 90° TLZ7: Z.= 400, 9= 32°

2.= 65!J, f?= 90° TL2s: 2.= 950, 8= 34°

ZO= 60Q ()= 90° TL29: 2.= 750, 8= 89°

20 = 70 Q, Q = 360° TL30: 20= 75 Q, O = 90°

The values of the lumped elements are

RI = 250 Q Cl= C3=10pF

R2=R3=~4=R6=100Q Cz = 20 pF

R5 = 400 G? Ll=L2=12nH

The transistor is a sub-haff-micron Avantek M126 device.

dB and 11.5 dB at the lower and upper passband edges,

respectively, and a minimum figure of 7.2 dB at 13 GHz.

The numbers reflect the fact that the filter was optimized

for gain performance only, with little concern for the

effects of resistive matching at the transistor input or for

the implications of favoring post-amplification over pre-

amplification for topological convenience. Nevertheless, the

measurements do possess some comparative value relative

to the recursive example discussed later.

III. MICROWAVE FILTERS OF THE RECURSIVE TYPE

A. General Approach

As indicated. in Fig. l(b), a recursive filter may be

regarded as a tandem combination of a transversal section

and a feedback-only section. The presence of feedback

constitutes a very powerful extension relative to a strictly

transversal process, permitting poles of transmission of

arbitrarily high Q-factors to be realized. Introduction of

such poles invariably impacts on sensitivity and stability

considerations so that an overall design will normally

involve some competition among performance criteria.

Filter characteristics are again the result of interaction

1355
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. . . . . . .
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661012141618
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Fig. 5. Frequency characteristics of the transversal-type experimental
filter: —— measured filter response, ---- calculated filter response,

. calculated characteristics of the amplifier section by itself.

between time-delayed signal components. Under the as-

sumption that the particular time delays are multiples of

some common minimum delay ~= 27r/ti~, the recursive

transfer function of a structure with M + 1 Ieedforward

branches and N feedback branches can be written in the

form
M

HR(ju)= ‘=) (9)

~=1

As in the transversal case, the basic recursive process will

be allowed assistance from supplementary filter sections

represented by a corresponding transfer function H~( jo).

The composite filter response H( ja) is thereby assumed to

be of the factorial form

H(j@)=H~(jr.d).HR(j(.J). (lo)

With H~ ( ju ) normally predetermined by constraining cir-

cumstances or derived so as to conform with windowing

requirements, the design task is to find coefficient values

a ~, m=O,l,.. . , M, and /3., n =1,2, ” “”, N, that yield the

best approximation by H( ja ) to a prescribed target re-

sponse function G( ja ). There are several methods for

accomplishing this task. Two such methods, based on

techniques commonly used in discrete-time applications

[7], shall be briefly outlined in the following.

1) Impulse Response Method: This approach starts out

with the use of conventional, well-established s-plane

synthesis tech~iques to derive a rational function ap-

proximation H~(s ) that will represent the magnitude of

the target response G( jti )/H~( ju) of the recursive filter

section along the ja-axis. Expressed in terms of partial

fractions, this leads to

(11)
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whereby ri and s, denote the residue and the location of

the ith s-plane pole, respectively. An alternative expression

for ER(s) is

Np

RR(s) = ~ rzJwe(s-’)’.dt. (12)
~=1 o

The integral is subsequently approximated by a finite-ele-

ment summation that relies on dividing the time axis into

equal-length intervals of 2 m/u, duration. (O, is assumed to

be predetermined at this point in the design.) The result is

a rational function of exponential terms that conforms to

definition (9):

Substitution of ju for s and rearrangement of individual

terms then allows the a- and &coefficients together with

their associated time delays to be determined by inspec-

tion, thereby fully describing topology and circuit parame-

ters of the recursive filter section.

The finite-element approximation applied to relationship

(12) causes the original joaxis to be mapped onto itself

repeatedly. This can lead to disturbing aliasing effects.

Application of this method thus tends to be confined to

bandlimited situations for which the condition

lE~(jcO)l=O for Iol > 0,/2 (14)

is satisfied.

2) Bilinear Transformation Method: The approach

adopted here is to derive the recursive filter response from

an appropriate lumped-element prototype response. This

permits the wealth of information on prototype filters to be

directly and conveniently exploited for present purposes. A

bilinear-type transformation is thereby defined which

establishes correspondence between the frequency vari-

able jfi? in the lumped-element domain and the frequency

variable ju in the distributed domain, according to some

chosen substitution formula jfl = F( jti ). Two examples

for I’( ju) of particular interest are

Q= ~ – e-Jh/%

F(ju) =
tan 77(JJC/U,“ 1 + e ‘J2~u/%

(15)

and

1 + e ‘J2~@/%

F( ja) = ~C” tan7T~./a.” ~ _ ~-Jz9TW/U, ” (16)

These transformations are illustrated in Fig. 6. Unlike in

the case of the impulse response method, the variable

transformations result in a nonlinear distortion of the

prototype frequency axis. In return, no aliasing effects

occur.

To employ the prototype approach, the target response

for the recursive transfer function H~( ju), as determined

by the magnitude response of G( jti)/H~(j~), must first

be translated into the jfl-domain. The magnitude of the

resulting prototype target response is arrived at through

application of the inverse frequency variable transforma-

“R(’Q’’LL_-”
o (2C Q o ~c %/2 w-c % .

(b)

Fig. 6. Frequency variable transformations: (a) low-pass t~e, (b) high-
pass type.

tion to the corresponding ju-domain response by way of

the substitution ja = F-1( jfl). Standard synthesis tech-

niques are then utilized to find a rational function fi~( jfil)

in terms of the prototype-domain frequency variable that

appropriately represents the prototype target response

along the jL?-axis. Once such a function has been estab-

lished, it is frequency-transformed back to the jo-domain

to yield the recursive filter response

H~( ja) = E~(F(jti)) = fi~(e-~2w”/’’”). (17)

H~( j~) derived in this manner represents a rational func-

tion in e ‘J2”’’’/@S that conforms with definition (9), with the

values of the respective filter parameters again determined

by inspection.

B. Simpli~ing Approximations

The a- and /3-coefficients will, in general, represent a

mix of positive and negative contributions, implying the

need to reverse the phases of respective signal components

over wide microwave frequency ranges. To avoid opposite

sign terms, an approximation approach analogous to the

one considered earlier for transversal filters may be em-

ployed, based on systematic application of substitution

formula (7). The modified recursive structure that results

must again be supplemented by a windowing filter in order

to deal with out-of-band problems introduced by the ap-

proximation. The added windowing requirement can be

accommodated quite simply, however, by appropriately

tailoring the matching circuitries of individual active de-
vices already assumed to be participants in the recursive

process. Depending on the particular circumstances, this

leads to composite filters that, overall, are less complex and

are more easily implemented as microwave integrated cir-

cuits. The approximation process can be further extended

to encompass deletion of the less significant terms. A

numerical optimization of the resulting sparse structure is

typically required to even out perturbations introduced by

the approximations.

As follows from definition (9), a principal function of

the feedforward terms in the numerator is to establish the

zeros of transmission for the recursive filter. The implied

reliance on transversal principles to achieve the zeros quite
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INPUT
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T!. TIM TIN., - — Tl, Tl, TI ,
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OUTPUT .U,T TON TO,, --- TO, TO, TOI

Fig. 7. Block diagram of a microwave recursive-type active filter.

often represents, however, an inefficient use of resources

when compared to conventional passive filter alternatives.

To implement such an alternative, the numerator of the

recursive filter response (9) is split off and lumped in with

the supplementary transfer f~ction H~( ja) defined

earlier. The design process is then adapted accordingly to

arrive at a recursive solution that is made up of feedback

terms exclusively.

C. Physical Implementation

A given recursive filter concept may be translated into

an actual physical design in any number of ways. Possibili-

ties are further increased through the option to combine

rectirsive principles with conventional filter segments in

pursuit of an optimally balanced overall design. Of particu-

lar interest in the present context are filter solutions that fit

the block diagram format presented in Fig. 7. The respec-

tive circuits are composed of a chain of generalized two-port

transmission elements which are augmented by feedback

branches. The feedback elements labeled Z. merely consist

of series-connected impedance elements, typically in the

form of lumped resistors. IAS for the transmission elements,

it is topolo~cally convenient to distinguish between input

and output components. They have been named TIn and

TO., respectively. Optional e\ements Tm and TOUT in

cascade with the external ports have been included for

generality.

The designated purpose of the regular transmission ele-

ments is to provide, in conjunction with the impedance

elements Z., the necessary time delays for the various

feedback loops in accordance with the individual exponen-

tial terms in the denominator of” the rational function
H~( jti), as well as to implement the corresponding loop

gain values as defined by the &coefficients. In order to

impose a sense of direction on these loops, and thereby

allow the feedback scheme to operate as intended, the

levels of individual signals fed back through the nondirec-

tional impedance elements must exceed, by a comfortable

margin, the levels of parasitic contributions fed forward

through the same elements. This is accomplished through

assignment of g>n functions to selected transmission ele-

ments, which introduces an appropriate differential be-

tween output- and’ input-related signal levels. In the qim-
plest case,’ only the lowest order feedback loop need con-

tain an active transmission element to boost output signal

levels. But, active devices may be employed throughout the

structure to either change relative signal levels, to obtain

signal phase reversal and isolation, or to provide &ndow-

ing.

The basic structure in Fig. 7 does not explicitly indicate

any feedforward branches, and thus resembles the type of

degenerate recursive filter mentioned earlier for which the

zeros of transmission are realized with conventional passive

filter segments rather than with less effective

transversal-type sections. The passive nulling sections can

be simply cascaded with the main recursive portion of the

filter as provided for in Fig. 7 through the external trans-

mission elements T1~ and TOUT. The preferred approach,

however, is to absorb the passive functions directly into the

feedback loop structure, assuming such to be compatible

with pertinent time delay constraints imposed by the recur-

sive process. Similar efforts should also be aimed at in-

tegrating windowing amplifiers into the loop structure,

where not already required for establishment of signal level

differentials within the structure. The internal transmission

elements are thus assigned both amplitude-shaping’ and

time delay responsibilities, simultaneously, In this way, the

time delays associated with passive filter sections and

windowing amplifiers are allowed to contribute in a con-

structive fashion to the delays already called for in the

implementation of the recursive process. This leads to

attractively compact filter realizations.

In a typical situation, ‘the design procedure commences

by deriving a set of parameters for the recursive transfer

function (9) in accordance with overall filter specifications.

One of the two methods outlined earlier maybe employed

to achieve this, whereby the supplementary function

H~( ju) introduced in relationship (10) is initially set equal

to unity. The recursive transfer function” thus obtained

serves as a preliminary assessment of circuit-related re-.

quirements. The next step is to split off the numerator of

expression (9), which is nominally responsible for provid-

ing the zeros of’ transmission, and approximate its transfer

characteristics with suitable passive filter sections of con-

ventional design. At the same time, it will be necessary to

decide cm how the remaining feedback portion of the filter

is to be realized. This includes approximations aimed at

reducing circuit complexity, the determination of pertinent

windowing requirements, and the realization of such re-

quirements with the help of band-limited amplifiers. Both

the passive nulling function and the active windowing

function, after’ having been chosen appropriately, may then

be represented by a composite supplementary function

H~( ju ),, This function is used in defining a new recursive

structure that contains feedback branches only and thus

fits the format of Fig. 7. A set of modified recursive filter

coefficients are derived with the help of the same tech-

niques employed in the preliminary assessment. The final

task is to translate the solution into reality by optimally

placing both passive and active components within the

context of the general topology and by numerically adjust-
ing the circuit parameters for best overall performance.

The goal” implicit in the above-outlined recursive ap-

proach is to seek efficient utilization of available tran-

sistors and of their capabilities. As in the case of the

transversal-type filters discussed earlier, transistor-related

constraints—such as limited gain, parasitic, and cost—
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Fig. 8. F,xperimentaf 9–15-GHz recursive-type bandpass filter, imple-
mented on a 0.25-mm-thick fiberglass-reinforced Teffon substrate. The
50-Q input port is on the right and the 50-Q output port on the left.

become the critical factors impacting both analytical proce-

dures and topological decisions. Compliance with these

constraints invariably leads to designs which are individu-

ally tailored to specific application requirements. The de-

sign process itself is characterized by the wide range of

issues that need be considered simultaneously. These in-

clude not only those related to the active devices, but also

those dealing with the use of the simplifying approxima-

tions and passive filter supplements. The diversity and

complexity of the issues leads to reliance on empirical

judgments and computer-aided techniques, making it dif-

ficult to formulate a simple unified strategy. But, the

following example should help illustrate the ,general idea.

D. Experimental Example

The various design aspects are illustrated in the follow-
ing with an experimental filter example. For ease of com-

parison, the same overall objective was adopted as in the

case of the transversal filter example, namely to achieve a

9–15-GHz triple-hump bandpass response, with stopbands

spanning the frequency ranges from 5 to 8 GHz and 16 to

19 GHz. The design was derived with the help of the

high-pass-type bilinear transformation (16) which provides

passband characteristics centered around a,/47r =12 GHz.

Special effort was again focused on achieving the simplest

possible filter sohttion consistent with the design objective.

Besides adopting the degenerate recursive structure in Fig.

7, one-sign-only approximations based on substitutions (7)

Fig. 9. Schematic circuit diagram of the experimental recursive-type
bandpass filter. The vafues of characteristic impedance ZO and electri-
cal length $ at 12 GHz for the various uniform transmission-line
segments are

TL1 : Z. = 50 Q,

TL1: Z.= 50 Q,

TL3 : Z.= 35 Q,

TL4 : Z. =85 Q,

TL5 : Z. =85 Q,

TLC: Z. =40 Q,

TL7: Z.= 40 Q,

TL8 : Z.= 95 !2,

e = 210°

0 = 50°

8 = 78”

0 = 35°

0 = 100°

9 = 12°

8 = 32°

6 = 34°

TL,j ZO= 75tl> $= 84°

TLIO: Z.= 50 Q, 8 = 90°

TL1l: Z.= 65 Q, 8 =180°

TL12: Z. = 50 f), 8 = 30°

7%13: Z. =100 !2, e = 90°

TL14: Z. =100 Q, 8 = 450°

TL15: Z.= 50 Q, 6’ = 10°

TL16: Z.= 50 Q, 8 = 330°

The values of the lumped elements are

R1=lOO Q Cl= C3=10pF

R2=25Q Cz = 20 pF

R3 = 820 Q Ll=L2=15nH

R. = 680$2

The transistor is a sub-half-micron Avantek M126 device.

were again used, together with deletions of less significant

terms. The recursive solution that resulted, comprising two

feedback loops with affiliated feedback resistors, also re-

quired involvement of a windowing amplifier section and a

passive filter segment to assist in defining the bandpass

characteristics. At band center, the nominal effective

electrical lengths of the loops, not including the frequency-

independent phase reversal introduced by the inverting

amplifier, were (5/2) ~ and 4r, respectively. The two-

branch passive filter segment employed here is electrically

identical to the one associated with the previous transversal

example. Also, the gain section is virtually identical to the

one described earlier, so as to facilitate comparative

evaluation of the two types of circuits. In addition to

accomplishing its windowing function, the amplifier is also

needed to establish the required differential between input
and output signal levels. Both the passive filter segment

and the gain section are integral parts of all feedback

loops. Their intrinsic time delays assume constructive roles

in the recursive process, laying the foundation for a com-

pact filter realization. The final design parameters for the

composite circuit were obtained with the help of computer

optimization to even out effects due to the approximations

as well as circuit and active device parasitic.

The physical realization of the recursive filter is shown in

Fig. 8. The circuit is implemented in microstrip form on a

0.25-mm-thick fiberglass-reinforced Teflon substrate, with

coaxial 50-0 adapters at input and output. A correspond-

ing schematic of the circuit is given in Fig. 9, together with
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Fig. 10. Frequency characteristics of the recursive-type active filter ex-
ample: — measuted filter response, ---- calculated filter response,
-.. calculated characteristics of the amplifier section by itself.

a list of individual circuit element values. The passive filter

section is represented by transmission-line elements T.Llq

and TL 14, and the gain section encompasses all circuit
elements to the right of blocking capacitors Cl and C3.

Transmission-line sections TL1, TL2, TL15, and TL16 pro-

vide the remainder of the required loop time delays, with

resistors R ~ and R d serving as the two feedback resistors.

Fig. 10 compares measured and calculated responses. Only

a few minor transmission-line adjustments were involved in

order to compensate for unpredictable variations in

transistor characteristics. The circuit, once more, gets by

with only one transistor, an Avantek M126 GRAS FET

biased at half-1 ~~~ and at a drain-source voltage v~~ =
+ 3.0 V. The transfer response of the amplifier section by

itself is also shown. Its passband is intentionally designed

to be wider than the actual filter response so as to reduce

sensitivity y of critical filter skirts to transistor-related toler-

ance effects.

Compared to purely transversal structures, the involve-

ment of feedback in active recursive filters can complicate

matters when it comes to evaluating noise and nonlinearity

aspects. Due to the multiplicity of viable circuit configura-

tions, it is quite difficult to formulate a general analysis

that would carry much beyond some well-established and

obvious guidelines on how to select transistor impedance

matching conditions and bias levels. With the emphasis in

the current study on basic design concepts, noise and

nonlinearity consideration were consequently not included

as design criteria. However, the current filter example,

which relies on a single active element, presents a situation

which lends itself to analysis with reasonable ease. Due to

the nature of the recursive process, positive feedback alter-

nates with negative feedback throughout the passband

region as reflected by corresponding ripple swings in the

frequency response of the filter. A reliable impression of

how such a circuit behaves can be obtained through
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evaluation of its noise and nonlinear properties relative to

the extreme points of feedback involvement.

As in the transversal example discussed earlier, the non-

linear behavior of the recursive filter example is mainly

determined by the bias conditions for the transistor and its

broad-band resistive output match. Although the presence

of feedback introduces perturbational effects, these were

not judged to be unique enough to justify the effort of

pursuing nonlinear analysis and associated large-signal

measurements. Noise figures were measured at one-GHz

intervals within the 9–15-GHz ~assband. The values de-

crease from a maximum reading of 7.8 dB at the lower

band edge to a minimum of 5.2 dB at 14 GHz before rising

to 5.9 dB at the upper band limit. These numbers indicate

a noise advantage for the recursive filter when compared to

the previous figures for the transversal example. Part of

this advantage could, of course, be regained by the latter

through substitution of pre-amplification for post-amplifi-

cation. Although not conclusive, the comparison is never-

theless interesting in that both examples use virtually iden-

tical gain and supplementary passive filter sections, with

transistor chips even derived from the same wafer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this study was to explore possibili-

ties for effective utilization of microwave transistors in

broad-band filter applications. Potential attractions offered

by active filter approaches include the abilities to com-

pensate for parasitic loss effects, to provide overall amplifi-

cation, to reduce size, and to offer improved design flexibil-

ity. From a network synthesis point of view, one of the

principal constraints on achieving broad-band performance

is introduced by intrinsic time delays associated with

transistors at microwave frequencies. This represents a

severe impediment when attempting to adapt low-frequency

active filter principles for use in the microwave range. For

this reason, interest has been focused on transversal and

recursive concepts which tend to be less constrained by

time delay considerations.

Design approaches have been outlined for both transver-

sal-type and recursive-type circuits. The overriding objec-

tive has been to derive filter concepts that can be readily

translated into microwave integrated-circuit designs. Vari-

ous simplifying approximations are used to achieve this,

thereby leading to sparse structures that minimize the

number of active devices required. Design effectiveness is

further enhanced by including, where appropriate, conven-

tional passive filter segments and windowing functions to

assist the transversal and recursive processes. Experimental

filter examples, comprising one of each kind, help to

illustrate the concepts involved. Both examples share com-

mon performance goals in order to facilitate the compari-

son. They furthermore share designs for a passive filter

segment and an amplifier section, which are utilized in

similar ways in each of the examples. Despite these com-

mon factors, the two experimental examples possess dis-

tinct differences. As far as the achievement of a given

frequency response with minimum effort is concerned, the
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recursive approach enjoys a significant advantage through

availability y of powerful feedback options. The recursive

approach also tends to be more receptive to efficient

integration of active devices and supplementary passive

filter segments into the filter structure. This permits associ-

ated time delays to be used constructively, while allowing

circuit dimensions to be” minimized. Moreover, the type of

recursive filter considered here does not require space-con-

suming junction elements as does its transversal counter-

part. It is thus not surprising that the recursive approach

evolves as the more attractive of the two solutions consid-

ered.
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